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life. Insignia TV is a brand of budget-friendly TV devices. For its price, it gives great value to any
customer, with great connectivity options and a list of add-ons like Fire TV, Alexa, Roku, and
many others. Setting up a new Insignia TV is so much easier than you might think. It comes
down to a few straightforward steps:. When you buy a new TV, you want to see it in action as
soon as possible. With the Roku streaming stick, you can easily watch various channels, and it
works quite well with any Insignia TV device. Many people often use their smart TV as a
computer screen. This way, they can watch movies, use it to enjoy YouTube videos, or play
online games on the big screen. If you have an Insignia TV and you want to connect it to your
laptop or desktop computer, follow these simple steps:. The expectations of budget devices are
never particularly high, especially in design and image quality. However, the Insignia TV is
trying to show how affordable devices can compare to other significantly pricier options.
Insignia TVs come with a minimalistic and simple black bezel and a small logo. On the side, it
has all the connectivity ports, while all models have thin legs that make the screen stable. With
a broad range of features, Insignia TVs are for those who put their budget first. Brands like
Samsung, Sony, or LG offer better 4K image quality, improved contrast ratios, and various
connectivity options. Now that you know all the steps to change the input on an Insignia TV and
connect it to your computer, you can decide if you need a new Insignia TV in your home. Quick
Links. User Guide. Your converter box receives the digital signal 2 Keep these instructions.
Page 5: Features Lights when your converter box is turned on. Do not block. Press to scan
through memorized channels. Power Press to turn your converter box on or off. MUTE Press to
turn off the sound. Press again to restore the sound. Numbers Press to enter a channel number
or parental control password. The TV must be tuned to the same channel as output channel.
Your converter box searches for available channels in your area and stores them in memory.
Page Editing The Memorized Channel List 3 Select the channel you want to add, then press 3
Select the channel you want to add or delete, then press 4 Repeat Step 3 to add more channels.
The options you can choose vary, depending on the TV type you selected. Opacityâ€”Selects
the background opacity. Edge Typeâ€”Selects the edge type. A locked icon appears next to a
blocked channel. The menu system opens. Select Mono if the TV is connected with a mono
cable or coaxial cable. All rights reserved. Registered in some countries. All other products and
brand names are trademarks of their respective owners. Print page 1 Print document 24 pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. After going through the channel search, it just shows the digital local
channels and doesn't recognize the cable box. How do I view the cable box and the other
inputs? If I made a mistake and chose the wrong setting on channel setup, can I reset it and go
through that process again? You may need to disable Auto Input Sensing which is turned on by
default. Let us know your results! The auto channel search did not help, but turning off the auto
input did allow me to access the other inputs. I went through each of those and still cant access
the cable box. Which input would be for the coax input? The choices were tv, component, hdmi,
and usb. TV was the only input that had any picture and it is just what the tv is picking up
through the antenna. If so, you should not have been prompted for a Channel Scan since the
channels will be run through the box. If you didn't change the TV Source setting, the TV will still
pull channels received either by antenna or those accessible via cable without a box. I put input
on my remote and it brings up the input source I put it on HDMI one which is my cable boxbut
the screen for the input source won't go away when I exit out of it it goes right back to the cable
boxATVwhat can I do. Does the TV allow you to highlight all the inputs or only the ones the tv
sees signal coming in from? What is the Model for the tv that you are working with? It should

start with a NS-. When you have the TV set to the HDMI 1 input, do you show a blank screen, or
does it have a "no signal" message bouncing around on the screen? Turn on suggestions.
Auto-suggest helps you quickly narrow down your search results by suggesting possible
matches as you type. Showing results for. Do you mean. Search Results:. Insignia TV input
problems. When I hit the input button it won't let me select anything other than TV? Message 1
of 21 , Views. Posts: 18, Re: Insignia TV input problems. Private Message. Message 2 of 21 ,
Views. Message 3 of 21 , Views. Message 4 of 21 , Views. Message 5 of 21 , Views. Message 6 of
21 , Views. Is there anything I could do to make the hdmi read my console. Message 7 of 21 ,
Views. It is currently plugged into the hdmi 1 port. Message 8 of 21 , Views. Message 9 of 21 ,
Views. I'm having their same problem as Bspark6 and have tried using both ports but in either
one it just shows a no signal. My xbox is glowing to show that it's on and is only a month old so
I'm suspecting it's a user error bit I'm not exactly sure-btw I don't know them model number of
them tv but I know it's a 39" dts insignia. Message 10 of 21 , Views. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in
your browser. This ends up being both a good and a bad thing. On one hand, you quickly rack
up more awesome experiences and memories than any of your friends who chose to never
leave their hometowns. However, it can be difficult to store your special keepsakes and
mementos when you are constantly moving from place to place. Of course, you could always
put these items in a plain box. But this hardly seems fitting, does it? Your experiences are one
of a kind, so you deserve to have keepsake boxes that are one of a kind as well. And ideally,
such keepsake boxes will represent your particular life and experiences. Medals of America
offers custom insignia and oath boxes in an awesome selection of colors and styles. And our
custom insignia and oath boxes are like nothing you can find anywhere else. That
customization is what makes our custom insignia and oath boxes so versatile. They make for
great gifts to spouses, or an appropriate gift from one soldier to another. Badge Builder Badge
Builder U. Custom Insignia and Oath Boxes. No matching products found. Items per page: 24 48
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Important information Legal Disclaimer Buyer pays return shipping. See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Please try again later. Only con I have is the seller I bought it from. Verified Purchase.
I would have really loved this radio. The problems I have with it have to do with the seller, not
the product itself. The seller sent me a broken radio that they claimed was "like new". It was
missing parts, and the antenna was broken. However, the radio itself I really like. I can tune on
the side while seeing a digital read out of my station. The speakers are loud. Not sure if I can
plug anything in to the ports, as it came with no plug. Does have an adapter plug for the wall
outlet. Well, if you don't buy it from where I did, it comes with an outlet to plug it into the wall.
This would have been helpful as it takes a lot of C batteries, and I'd rather run battery power in
an emergency than waste them listening to the radio regularly. The little blue light can go off.
There is a switch for it. Can be very loud, good speakers for a little radio. I don't use the CD
player, so no comments on that. One person found this helpful. Had to return two of these CD
boomboxes. One not working out of the box is always a possibility. But two? Look elsewhere.
This boombox was my constant companion for four years. I played CDs on it every night. The
radio and CD player worked fine. It wasn't overly loud but it was perfect for listening to music in
bed. After four years of perfect service, it died and I would purchase it again. I bought this for
my mother who wants to listen to her church CDs in the bedroom so I haven't really cranked it
up. It seems descent for that. I must warn you of a standby button on the front that if pressed
will doom your device to a life of inoperability if you dare not read the manual or what I just
typed. Your peril. The CD player stopped working after about 2 months. Contacted the seller and
the warranty is only 30 days. Not worth the money since I wanted a CD player. I purchased this

gently used, little box from a 3rd-party seller via Amazon less than a month ago, and am very
pleased with the quality for its size when I used it at work. It delivers very decent, balanced
sound from the radio I haven't yet used the CD player, just the stereo part and I can hear
virtually every note when I tune into music stations. The ONLY drawback would be that it has a
dial tuner versus a button tuner which might be finicky with some stations, but that's more
about actual physical station reception from a given vantage point rather than product quality.
Overall, for what little I paid it's an excellent deal if you're looking for something small, portable
and economical, with above average output. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries.
Boom box defective. Had to call support team. Amount will be refunded. However it would have
been better if they check the system works before sending. Tried to reorder price is almost
double. It seems like they did that just to get rid of the defective product. Report abuse. Pages
with related products. See and discover other items: radio tuner , battery cd player. There's a
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question. Please enter a question. Designed for use with most analog TVs and recording
devices, this Insignia NSDXA2 box converts digital broadcast signals into analog signals, so
you can enjoy a variety of programming. The remote simplifies operation. Skip to main content.
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States. Translate all reviews to English. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please
try again later. Verified Purchase. This Item did not Pass on Working correctly I tried this to help
my Brother In Missouri to have what I have which works great for me I wanted to help him with
the same system I have. Maybe if you could contact him Thank You Joyce Zimmerman. One
person found this helpful. I had been struggling with an RCA digital converter at a vacation
home because I didn't want to spend money for cable. What a difference this unit makes. Clear
pictures without a lot of distortion. Of course, you don't get to watch the cable channels, but it's
great for free tv. The product works good the only thing is the seller put a remote for a DVD
player and not a converter box. Translate review to English. Works well except it won't bring in
three stations previous tuner was able to - same brand - newer model. Converter box itself is
just fine. The primary packaging it arrived in was damaged and previously opened. While it was
suppose to be a new item it had fingerprints all over it and appeared to be a used item. Again,
the box itself works fine but I was disappointed in everything else. Stopped working about two
months after purchase, do no recommend this product! My second Insignia Converter. Both
worked right out of the box after an easy setup. See all reviews. Pages with related products.
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